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Resolution on DC Department of Transportation (DDOT) Announced Changes in Policy 

RE Fast Tracking “Vision Zero” Projects including Requests for Speed Humps 
 
•  Our Commission supports initiatives for improving transportation and reducing deaths and injuries, 
in keeping with the District’s “Vision Zero” goals. 
• We have some concerns about the nature and intent of some of the changes in policies and procedures 
that DDOT announced in Director Lott’s letter of October 8, 2021, related to the length of public 
comment periods and the prospects for making revisions to proposals in response to public comments. 
• We believe DDOT’s announced new treatment of requests for speed humps is likely to have serious 
negative consequences for both ANCs and communities, which need to be examined before the policy 
is carried further. 
• As DDOT has recognized, speed humps are only one way of attempting to improve safety on streets 
in residential neighborhoods, and they may not be the most effective approach to achieve the desired 
safety improvements in all situations. In fact, some research has found that installing speed humps on a 
block can contribute to drivers going faster on adjoining sections of the street to make up for the 
slowdowns at speed humps, which is counter to the goal of reducing traffic speed. 
• Under national and District rules and standards, speed humps can only be installed on local 
residential on streets, not on arterials or collector streets, and they are not appropriate on streets that 
have steep grades or serve bus routes. That means that speed humps cannot be installed on most of the 
streets where the largest number of incidents, injuries and deaths occur.  
• As our Commission has stated in other letters to DDOT in other contexts, one of the keys to wise 
transportation planning is to consider the effects on the local transportation system as an integrated 
network and the overall effects in the community, not on only one block or one street in isolation. 
• We are also concerned that under DDOT’s announced new policy, when it gets a request for speed 
humps, the agency would not collect data on traffic speeding in the requested location, analyze the 
potential impact of installing speed humps such as diverting traffic to surrounding streets that do not 
have speed humps, or consider whether other traffic calming approaches could be more effective. 
• Asking ANCs to make decisions about the installation of speed humps on the basis of a request from 
just one resident, without the ability to review solid objective data and analysis, would not produce 
effective or holistic improvement of traffic safety that District officials and residents are seeking. 
• Moving the decision making on speed humps to ANCs without the data to support an informed 
position does not effectively serve the Vision Zero goals but would place an additional and unfair 
burden on the ANCs, who do not have the expertise or resources to conduct the needed analysis. 
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. Making decisions on safety projects block by block, without adequate supporting data and analysis,
would lead to a patchwork "first come first served" approach to traffic safety. It would also most likely
result in installation of speed humps instead of other approaches to traffic calming and traffic safety
that could be more effective and have fewer adverse consequences.

. We recommendthat DDOT:
- suspend the new policy on requests for speed humps until the agency can consider the process more

thoroughly, with the participation of,planners and safety experts as well as ANCs who would be
significantly affected by the proposed changes.

- continue the practice of gatherin g dataand conducting traffic analysis to evaluate requests for
traffic safety or trafftc calming, in order to identifu where safety improvements are needed and
assess which trafflrc calming or other safety measures would be appropriate, if any, at the locations
where a request is submitted. Sources could include information voluntarily submitted by residents
and ANCs or data collected or compiled by the agency, depending on the nature and scope of the
proposal.

- develop a"ffiage" process to revisw requests for traffic calming or traffic safety investigations so
the smaller requests can be expedited but more complex situations can get more thorough
assessment, with the goal that a) residents and communities get timely responses to their service
requests, and b) the agency addresses the requests that involve the greatest safety risks and takes
action to improve the situations that will have the most effect on traffic safety in the larger
community.

- reassess estimated times to complete review of requests for Traffic Safety Investigations, clari$z the
meaning of the estimated time for response or "closing" of requests, monitor the compliance with
the stated timetables, and notify ANCs or residents when their requests are not going to be met by
the date initially estimated for a response.

- when a Notice of Intent and Public Comment Period are announced on aparticular safety-related
proposal, establish the length of the public comment period so that affected ANCs will have time to
hold a public meeting and vote on an official position before the deadline passes.

- revise the announced position that the agency would go ahead with a proposal without making any
revisions to accommodate comments.received during the Community Engagement process. Perhaps
the wording of that statement did not reflect the intent, but the change gives the impression that
DDOT would favor not making any adjustments to proposals in spite of comments or concerns
submitted during Community Engagement. That signals to residents and ANCs that the purpose of
Community Engagement is not truly to listen to input but only to try to boost support for projects
DDOT has already decided to complete. That would be unfortunate for both substantive reasons and
public relations. Timely action is important, but not if it means ignoring even the most vital
comments about modifications needed to serve public concerns and public interests.

This resolution was approved by a vote of 5-O at a duly noticed public meeting of the Commission
on November 18, 202I, at which a quonrm was present. (Three of the five Commissioners constitute a
quorum.) By the same vote, the Commission designated the Chairman or his designee to represent the
Commission on this matter.%n
Brian Turmail, Chairman Ann Lane Mladinov, Secretary
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